
early supergiants by its large amplitude
(up to 0.65 mag in U, 0.50 mag in B, and
0.35 mag in V) and its very long time
seale (440 days). Sinee 1985 the star
was also observed repeatedly in the in
frared by ESO staff astronomer Thibaut
Le Bertre. The variability is seen until 3.4
mieron, where it amounts to 0.03 mag.
Light eurves are in phase over the whole
speetral range observed. The amplitude
roughly follows a 1/A law.

It seems established that the variabili
ty is due to intrinsie variations of the
underlying star, but what is going on is
not elear at all. The period is mUGh too
long for radial pulsation, and eolour vari
ations are very large for nonradial pulsa
tion. Ouring the brightening of the star in
early 1987 aseries of high-resolution
observations of the Ha-profile was ob
tained. There is a eorrelation between
the photometrie and speetral variability.
The Balmer lines Ha and Hß show (vari
able) emission eomponents with eentral
absorptions, and are best interpreted in
terms of a deeeierated outflow of mass
from the star.

HR 4049 thus being a mass-Iosing
variable star, it may indeed be that the
dust envelope whieh is observed was
not expelled during the AGB, but is of
more reeent origin. That eould explain
the high temperature of the dust and
may be eompatible with the faintness of
the envelope relative to what is seen
in eandidate-proto-planetaries. This
possibility raises the interesting ques
tions whether other post-AGB stars also
undergo a HR 4049-like phase, and, if

so, how this phase does eontribute to
the planetary nebula.

More about the Dust of HR 4049

Unraveling the peeuliarities of
HR 4049 will need more observational
efforts. These efforts may be rewarding
in a broader seope than originally aimed
at. As an example, it turns out that
HR 4049 is a very interesting laboratory
for the study of the interstellar medium.
In general, interstellar dust eontains var
ious eomponents whieh are not easily
deeonvolved. On the other hand, the
eomposition of HR 4049 is so peeuliar,
that its dust may be expeeted to be
peeuliar as weil. Indeed, although the
UV defieieney of the objeet is extremely
severe, there is no traee of the 2200 A
feature whieh is normally prominent in
interstellar dust. On the other hand, the
dust features at 7.4, 8.6, and 11.6 mi
eron are elearly seen in the IRAS low
resolution speetrum. These last features
have reeently been attributed to the so
ealled "polyeyelie aromatie hydroear
bons" or PAH's. The presenee of PAH's
in the dust of HR 4049 is not surprising,
sinee hydrogen and earbon are so
prominent; in faet the dust may be re
markably devoided of impurities. It is
interesting to point out that the PAH's
do not produee a signifieant 2200 Aab
sorption feature in the UV energy dis
tribution of HR 4049. This supports the
idea that PAH's are not responsible for
the interstellar 2200 Afeature.

A Quest for Similar Objects

When an astronomer has eneoun
tered astrange objeet, he studies it, but
also searehes for other similar ones. If
he is lueky enough and sueeeeds in
finding a seeond one, he defines a class.
Very soon, he has a elass and some
exeeptions. That was also our experi
enee. We think that it is probable that
HR 4049 is related to some other super
giants with infrared exeesses. Most of
these stars are variable, many of them
are high-Iatitude objeets, some of them
are metal-defieient. One of the most in
teresting stars in our sampie may be the
high-Iatitude (b = 56°) faint (mv = 8.8)
early-A supergiant HO 213985 (Wael
kens et al., 1987). This star has an ener
gy distribution not unlike that of
HR 4049 and shows similar photometrie
variations; however, HO 213985 does
not seem to present obvious spectral
peeuliarities. In faet, the more similar
stars we find, the more pronouneed
does appear the peeuliarity of HR 4049.
So we found a class, but the exeeption
is the very star we started with.
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Supernova 1987A
A Summary of the ESO Workshop held from 6-8 July 1987

S. VAN DEN BERGH, Dominion Astrophysical Observatory, Herzberg Institute ofAstrophysics,
Victoria, Canada

This has been a really exeiting meet
ing! Not only have we heard many new
results, but it has also provided a fine
example of how seienee should be
done. In partieular we had vigorous in
terplay between theory and observation,
eontributions from a variety of wave
length regions and intense international
eollaboration.

In his introduetory paper West
showed that astrometry of SN 1987A
plaees this objeet within .6.a.eosö = 0':00
± 0':04 and .6.Ö = -0':04 ± 0':05 of the
star Sk -69°202. This elose positional
agreement, plus the disappearanee of
Sk -69°202 in reeent IUE speetra (Gil
mozzi, Kirshner) shows beyond reason-
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able doubt that the B31 star Sk
-69°202 was the progenitor of SN
1987A.

Sk -69°202 (star 1) has close eom
panions (White and Malin) with V = 15.3,
d = 2':65 (star 2) and V = 15.7, d = 1':4
(star 3). The apriori joint probability that
Sk -69°202 should have two sueh
close eompanions is -10-5 i.e. it is vir
tually eertain that Sk -69°202 was a
member of a physieal multiple system.
Sinee members of sueh a system are
eoeval, the progenitor of SN 1987A
must have had a larger mass than the
relatively unevolved star number 2.
Assuming this star to be a main se
quenee objeet its magnitude Mv = -3.6

plaees a lower limit of -10 M(!) on the
main sequenee mass of the supernova.

Apre-outburst objeetive prism spee
trum of Sk -69°202 (Wamsteker et al.)
shows that Nil ),,3995 was signifieantly
stronger in the supernova progenitor
than in the B31a star Sk -67"78. Fur
thermore Kudritzky reported finding that
Sk -65°21 and Sk -68°41 have helium
abundanees (by number) y = 0.35 ±
0.05 and y = 0.23 ± 0.05, respeetively.
This high helium abundanee shows that
at least some LMC blue supergiants are
highly evolved post red giant objeets.
This eonelusion is greatly strengthened'
by Cassatella's reeent IUE speetra of
SN 1987A whieh show that [N/C] -50 to



80 and [N/O] -2. This indicates that C
has been converted almost entirely into
N. A similar result had previously been
found in the type II-L supernova 1979C.

The following is a summary of some of
the photometric and spectroscopic
properties of the supernova prog~nitor

obtained by various Workshop partici
pants: The star Sk -69°202 had V =

12.33 (after the contribution of stars 2
and 3 has been removed). From inspec
tion of plates in the Harvard plate files
Hazen finds no evidence that the SN
progenitor exhibited significant variabili
ty during this century. From UBV photo
metry Sk -69°202 is found to have had
E(B-V) = 0.17 ± 0.02. Objective prism
spectra of the SN progenitor show no
evidence for Ha emission. Finally IRAS
scans of this part of the LMC do not
show a signal at the position of the
supernova indicating that there was no
bright dust-shrouded object present at
the position of the supernova. Polariza
tion observations reported by Cannon,
Menzies and Schwarz exhibit a constant
foreground polarization of -0.5 % on
which variations of up to -1 % are
superimposed. This result suggests
some patchyness in the expanding
shell. Nevertheless, high-speed photo
metry by Helt shows no evidence for
random brightness variations ~0.005

mag on timescales of minutes to hours.
The most peculiar feature of SN

1987A remains its light curve. The
supernova luminosity increased slowly
for 3 months before finally reaching
maximum between 1987 May 20 and
25. No other supernova has ever been
observed to have a light curve quite like
that of SN 1987A. The most likely expla
nation for this peculiar behaviour and for
the low luminosity [Mv(max) = -14.9] of
SN 1987A is that an unusually large
fraction of its energy went into expan
sion of its atmosphere because the pre
cursor was a blue supergiant at the time
of core collapse. The idea that a super
nova with a low-density envelope (i. e. a
red supergiant) will emit more optical
radiation than one with a denser (blue
supergiant) atmosphere was, I believe,
first proposed by Virginia Trimble. A
possible problem with this view is that
one might expect late-time (T ~ 100
days) evolution of SN 1987A to be simi
lar to that of other SN 11. This does not
appear to be the case since SN 1987A
has B-V = 1.7, compared to 0.7::s -V::s
0.9 for the 4 other supernovae of type 11
that have been weil observed at T - 100
days.

Cassatella and Kirshner find that
narrow emission lines, which may be
due to excitation of material at a dis
tance of -1 x 1018 cm, began to de
velop in late May. Moneti showed that
recent observations over the range 1 <

A< 20 f.l can be represented by the sum
of two black bodies having tempera
tures TBB = 1200° K and Teff =
55000 K. The IR luminosity of the
supernova is presently increasing linear
Iy at a rate of -1 • per second! It is not
yet clear whether the IR excess in the
spectrum of SN 1987A is due to free
free emission or to a dust echo from
material at -1 x 1018 cm from the
supernova. Radio observations (Man
chester) show that SN 1987A is not
embedded in a dense circumstellar
shell. Presumably the material at R -1 x
1018 cm will become a powerful source
of radio radiation -30 years from now
when it is overrun by the shock wave
trom the supernova.

Van den Bergh used the frequency of
supernovae discovered by Evans in
Shapley-Ames galaxies to estimate a
supernova frequency of approximately
one per 500 years in the LMC. From
N(novae)/N(SNla) = (4 ± 2) x 103 and
Graham's estimate of 2 to 3 novae per
year in the LMC van den Bergh obtains
an estimated SNI a rate of 0.6 per
thousand years in the Large Cloud.

Speckle observations by Meikle and
by Chalabaev indicate that a bright
"mystery spot" is associated with SN
1987A. According to Peter Meikle this
unresolved source is invisible in U and
B, marginally visible (t-m -4 mag) at
5876 Aand clearly seen (t-m - 3 mag)
at 6585 A. The separation between the
mystery spot and the supernova may
have increased from 58 to 74 m arcsec
during the period of observation. Some
form of energy storage would appear to
be required to account for the high
luminosity of the spot. Alternatively
kinetic energy could have been fed to
the spot directly via a "jet". Such a jet
might be similar to the sulfur jet seen in
Cassiopeia A (van den Bergh and
Kamper). It would be interesting to know
if the compact H II region that Djorgovski
appears to have found 1':8 from the
supernova is related to the mystery spot
phenomenon or whether it represents
an object related to the nitrogen-rich
knots (Walborn) that are found to
surround the supernova-like variable
'1 Carinae. Pacini pointed out that a
jet may develop when a plasma ca
vity surrounding a pulsar at the centre
of a supernova develops a leak. Such
a jet may break out some time before
the pulsar itself becomes visible from
Earth.

Perhaps the most exciting question
discussed at the workshop was why SN
1987A was so different from any other
supernova that has been observed to
date. Part of the reason for such differ
ences is, no doubt, that the progenitor
of this object was a blue supergiant
rather than a red supergiant. Maeder,

Truran and Renzini all emphasized the
fact that considerable "fine tuning" of
models is required to produce core col
lapse in a blue supergiant. Parameters
that can be adjusted are m and/or Z,
m(ZAMS), V(rotation) and the amount of
convective overshoot.

Reports on observations of neutrinos
produced during core collapse rep
resented one of the highlights of the
Workshop. The reality of the Mt. Blanc
neutrino event was the subject of lively
debate. A c10sely related question is
whether the time delay between forma
tion of a neutron star, and its subse
quent collapse to a black hole, ambunts
to hours or microseconds!

Branch showed that rather crude
synthetic supernova spectra are able to
reproduce the main features of the ob
servations quite weil. In particular he
finds that the A6050 feature in SN
1987A can be reproduced without hav
ing to appeal to a greatly enhanced Ba 11
abundance. From an application of the
Baade-Wesselink method to SN 1987A
Branch obtains a distance of 55 ±
5 kpc, which is quite similar to the ca
nonical LMC distance of 50 kpc.

Because of its enormous luminosity
SN 1987A represents an ideal probe of
the interstellar medium allowing very
high dispersion spectroscopy. (After
1987 February 28 the UV brightness of
the supernova became too faint to use
that part of the spectrum for interstellar
line studies). Andreani, de Boer and
Grewing reported observations of be
tween 24 and 40 distinct velocity com
ponents in their interstellar line spectra.
These lines appear to fall into 4 distinct
groups: (1) Clouds with V - 0 km S-l

are clearly of Galactic origin. (2) Clouds
with 50 < V < 150 km S-1 are located in
the Galactic halo (or in a bridge between
the Galaxy and the LMC). In these
c10uds the Na I/Ca I1 intensity ratios are
low i.e. calcium is less depleted in them
than it is in Galactic and LMC clouds. (3)
Material with V > 150 km S-1 is
c1early associated with the LMC. (4) A
feature with V = 220 km S-l is believed
to represent a shell surrounding Sk
-69°202.

An EUV pulse is expected to develop
when the shock generated by core col
lapse reaches the surface of a SN pro
genitor. The total energy in such a pulse,
which is expected to have 1 x 105 < T <
1 x 106 ° K, will be _1048 erg and the
peak luminosity might reach _1046 erg
sec-1

. Such an EUV pulse will generate
electrons in the upper atmosphere of
the Earth. Ögelman made the interesting
suggestion that such a pulse from SN
1987A might be revealed by an increase
in the night-time conductivity of the E
layer.
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